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The University of Caen,
historic monument
When it was time to reconstruct the Norman capital in the wake of the
Second World War, Chancellor Mazet and his successor Pierre Daure put
all their energy into convincing the State and the Minister of Education to
give back to Caen its university.
In a destroyed city recently cleaned up from its ruins, Pierre Daure and the
architect Henry Bernard imagined a modern university, made of volumes
and spaces that complied to the need of thousands of students who would
have to live on this new campus that would quickly be qualified as the first
“American style” French campus. Throughout the country, great architects
imagined tomorrow’s buildings: Le Corbusier in Marseille and its “Radiant
City”, the Perret brothers who rebuilt Le Havre and Henry Bernard who
implemented in Caen groundbreaking techniques that made possible the
growth of a group of opulent educational buildings. They portrayed the
architectural spirit of the 1950s each in their own way.
This spirit is what the Ministry of Culture had wished to highlight when it
decided to classify as “historic monument” all the buildings of the University of Caen inaugurated in 1957. The purity of lines, the mass distribution
and the link that unites them, the glazed gallery, the materials used and
their treatment make this monumental group unique in the region and
the symbol of the adventure that was the reconstruction in the middle of
the last century. Combining the balanced picture of buildings and spaces
with the concern of its designers to associate renowned artists (sculptors,
painters, tapestry makers and engravers) to the project, it is clear that protecting and promoting the university is what clearly justified this process
of classification.
Pierre Sineux
President of the University
of Caen Normandy
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The Chancellor
Pierre Daure · 1892 - 1966
Student at the École Normale since 1912,
Pierre Daure had to take part in the Great
War in 1914. In 1918, he obtained the highest
education-rank in Physics and was appointed Professor in 1920. Three years later,
he became an assistant at the Faculty of
Sciences in Montpellier and, once he successfully defended his doctoral thesis on
the “Raman scattering” (1930), he was
appointed senior lecturer at the Faculty of
Sciences in Bordeaux. In 1937, Pierre Daure
was appointed Chancellor of Caen education authority and President of the university council. He was relieved of duty by Vichy
France in 1941 and became involuntary retired all at once. He was then Prefect from
1944 to 1946 and became Chancellor of Caen
education authority again whose university
was in ruins. Along with Henry Bernard, he
carried out the tough task of reconstructing
the university. On November 12th, 1948, the
foundation stone was laid and on June 1st
and 2nd, 1957, spectacular opening ceremonies were held.
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The architect
Henry Bernard  · 1912 - 1994
After completing literary secondary school

in ruins. The fame of Henry Bernard then

in 1929, Henry Bernard entered at the École

grew very quickly. He had to assume the

normale supérieure des Beaux-Arts in Paris

higher duties and was distinguished with

where he was awarded by the government

the highest honors. In 1982, the Paris Mint

as architect and was first prize at the Prix

hit in its honor a medal engraved by Louis

de Rome. In 1939, he was called up as a sol-

Leygue. Among many others and apart from

dier, was taken prisoner and was sent in a

the University of Caen, he worked on the

camp in East Prussia. He led an architecture

church of Saint-Julien in Caen, the Maison

workshop for his companions of deten-

de la Radio in Paris and the Palace of the

tion. By the end of the War, he agreed

European Parliament in Strasbourg.

with hurry to reconstruct the university
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Classified buildings and works
Buildings and works classified as historic monuments
The Ministry of Culture and Communica-

• the following interiors:

tion classified as historic monuments, by an

·· Aula Magna: the great hallway, the

order dated May 15th, 2012, the following

Pierre Daure amphitheatre, the great

parts of Campus 1 of the University of Caen
Normandy:
• the former Sciences Library, in whole

University Council Chamber
·· the Jules Dumont d’Urville
amphitheater

• the façades and roofs of all the buildings

·· Law and Humanities building: the

planned in Henry Bernard’s block plan:

access stairs, the great hallway of

former Humanities and Sciences foun-

Law so-called “salle des pas perdus”,

dation course buildings, the main library,

the Jacques Héron amphitheater, the

the former local education authority buil-

office so-called “du doyen” located on

ding, the Law school building, the former

the 1st floor, the large reading room

Sciences building

of the 1st floor and the murals by

• the central gantry with its glazed gallery
• the great courtyard of honor and the
esplanade with Louis Leygue’s sculpture Le Phénix
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Yvonne Guégan
·· former Sciences building: the hallway
and its stairs.
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The Quoniam bull
The Leonardo Da Vinci collection
The Quoniam bull, named from the Latin

of Ambroise, but it was not until 1957 that

word by which it begins, was delivered

he got acquainted with its content thanks

by Pope Nicholas V under the request of

to the visit of a friend who was a paleogra-

the States of Normandy in July 1451. Prior

pher. It was solemnly returned on Satur-

to the “recreation” of the University by

day, October 13th, 1958 by André Corbeau

Charles VII in October 1452, the bull confir-

and his sister Nelly to the university library,

med the ecclesiastical privileges granted

in the presence of Mgr. Marella, apostolic

by the Papacy to the Studium of Caen. It

nuncio, and eminent persons of the local

disappeared from the chartered rooms of

district and the university. André Corbeau,

the University of Caen by the end of the

who was passionate with Leonardo da Vinci,

revolutionary period and was discovered

offered all his documentary collection that

by André Corbeau, an erudite from the city

is kept today at the university library.
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The foundation stone
The foundation stone was solemnly laid

Meanwhile, the city of Rouen had suggested

on November 12th, 1948, practically on

to the Ministry of Education that the ground

the grass. Although the plans proposed

it already owned should be used. The dele-

by Henry Bernard and Édouard Hur were

tion of the University of Caen was close to

actually fully completed, nothing had yet

be effective. Chancellor Daure allayed the

been carried out on the ground that had

threat by hurrying the laying of the foun-

only recently been acquired by through

dation stone, as he was convinced that

reconstitution. Indeed, much argument had

if solemnity was given to the ceremony,

been made on the choice of the new place.

high ranked ministry authorities would not

It was generally agreed that the university

dare pull back their decision. Made of Caen

would not be reconstructed on its previous

stone, it is a 95cm long, 46cm high and 35cm

location. However, some suggested that

thick parallelepiped rectangle and is in the

the convent buildings of the Men’s Abbey

hallway of the N building.

should be used whereas others preferred
the ducal castle or even the racecourse.
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Le Phénix
Louis Leygue · 1905 - 1992
In 1921, Louis Leygue was ranked first at the

and deported to Germany. He was released

competitive entrance examination of the

in 1943 and appointed as a foreman profes-

École Germain-Pilon. He entered the École

sor of sculpture at the École supérieure des

supérieure des Arts Décoratifs, and then

Beaux-Arts in 1945. His taste for monumen-

the École nationale supérieure des Beaux-

tal art asserted itself when he was contac-

Arts. He won first Prix de Rome in sculp-

ted by Henry Bernard to make the Phénix.

ture. He went to the Villa Medicis where

The sculpture is 7.8m high, 2.8m wide and

he met Charles-Émile Pinson and Eugène

1.7m deep.

Beaudouin. In 1941, he joined a Resistance
movement, was arrested by the Gestapo

12
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The pillars
Charles-Émile Pinson · 1906 - 1963
Charles-Émile Pinson was 18 years old when

who gave him the responsibility of decora-

he was granted a scholarship to enter the

ting the French ambassador’s new office in

Estienne (Graduate School of Arts and Prin-

Ottawa (Louis Leygue would produce the

ting Industry) to study engraving. He was

bas-reliefs of the lobby). He had to take part

then hired by the Banque de France for

in the War in 1939, was taken prisoner in East

which he produced engravings for ban-

Prussia from where he escaped in 1942. He

knotes. He entered the École des Beaux-

met Henry Bernard three years later during

Arts in 1925. He obtained the Blumenthal

an exhibition at the Grand Palais. Bernard

Prize on the same year, the first Prize of

gave him the chance in 1947 to take part in

the Prix de Rome in 1932, and then settled

the decoration of the University of Caen.

at the Villa Medicis. He specialized in large

Thirty characters are engraved on the pil-

format engraving, which was an innova-

lars that support the glazed gallery. Among

tion. He gained the attention of Eugène

them are William the Conqueror, Matilda

Beaudouin, head-architect of civil buil-

of Flanders, Henry VI of England, Charles

dings, during an exhibition in Paris in 1936

VII of France.
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The triptych
of the Henry
Bernard
Council
Chamber
Henri-George Adam · 1904 - 1967
Henri-George Adam wanted to be an artist
as early as 14 years old. He took night courses
in a drawing school. He became an Art teacher in Paris in 1926 and started engraving
in 1934. He obtained the Blumenthal Prize in
sculpture four years later. Released in 1940,
he considered practicing sculpture and went
into it in 1942 before exhibiting his works at
the Salon de la Libération. He discovered
tapestry in 1947. He performed the technical challenge of producing all the shades
from black to white by only using interlaced
black and white strings. Thus, he invented
the « Fil à fil » technique. He met Chancellor Martin in 1964 and started the cards of
his triptych Le Mont-Saint-Michel with the
monument nearby Caen as an inspiration.
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The University Library
The University Library of the University

reconstituted since the 1950s and the

of Caen organizes and makes available

bookbinding workshop. The University

the whole electronic and printed docu-

of Caen is one of the rare universities in

mentary resources to the students, tea-

France to have a bookbinding and resto-

chers and researchers in all the disciplines

ration workshop dedicated to patrimonial

taught. There are today no less than 21 libra-

collections, handled by specialized workers.

ries on the various campuses. The oldest

Besides the collections, one can discover

one, the Law and Humanities Library has

the furniture made of lemonwood drawn

rare works: the corridor of the honorific

by Henry Bernard for the inauguration of

documents sent by universities to express

1957 (tables, chairs, files) and the wall pain-

their wishes on the occasion of the revi-

tings made by Yvonne Guégan.

val of the University of Caen in 1957, the
director’s office which contains the collection of works on the history of the book

15
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The mural of the
Law and Humanities
Library
Yvonne Guégan · 1915 - 2005
Yvonne Guégan attended highschool at

Museum of French Resistance in Besançon,

the Lycée Malherbe in Caen. She then fol-

the city of Beirut all have acquired some of

lowed History of Art courses at the univer-

her works. She left behind her an important

sity where she met Professor Lambert she

collection of paintings, ceramics, tapestries

would often meet again in Paris between

and monuments, and she has made her mark

1935 and 1940. For five years, she was at

in the history of the region. She produced

the École des Beaux-Arts (painting) where

the sculpture of the memorial monument in

she met Henry Bernard who was attending

Ouistreham for the 40th anniversary of the

architecture course. From 1945, she gave

Normandy Landings in 1984. A lot of schools

painting lessons and made herself progres-

in Caen and the region are in possession of

sively known largely thanks to exhibitions

works from Yvonne Guégan. Her workshop

she made in galleries in Paris. The State, the

museum can be visited in Caen.

city of Caen, the prefecture of Calvados, the

The lithography
of the Sciences
and Sports Library
Raoul Dufy · 1877 - 1953
The French State ordered to Raoul Dufy a
magnificent work (La fée Électricité) for the
International Exposition dedicated to Art
and Technology in Modern Life in 1937. It is
today shown at the Museum of Modern Art
of the city of Paris. At the same time, more
than 400 copies of 1:10 scale reproductions
were edited in lithography. One of them is
shown at the Sciences and Sports Library of
the University of Caen.
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The scene’s
doors of the
Aula Magna
Raymond Subes  · 1891 - 1970
Raymond Subes applied for the competitive entrance examination of the École
Boulle without telling his parents, of which
he ended fourth. He went out of the school
as major of his promotion. He was then the
student of the architect Charles Génuys
at the École des Arts décoratifs. He joined Émile Robert’s workshop in 1911 and
replaced him at the head of the company
in 1919. From the 1920s, the orders flew in
at the Raymond Subes workshop. More
than forty academicians, including Henry
Bernard, asked him to produce their swords
and he himself made his when he entered
the Académie des Beaux-Arts. Raymond
Subes produces many works for public and
private buildings in Caen; among them the
Chamber of Trades, the Hôtel Malherbe,
the town hall. The monumental doors separates the Aula Magna and the Pierre Daure
amphitheatre, and open on the tremendous
stage by unveiling a dramatic perspective
comparable to the greatest performance
halls.
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The Pierre Daure amphitheatre
A prestigious place devoted to great cere-

and the spacious stage makes it a monu-

monies and important events of the univer-

mental ensemble, separated by the impo-

sity life was foreseen since the beginning

sing metallic curtain forged by Raymond

of the project of Henry Bernard, architect

Subes. In November 1967, Chancellor Yves

of the new university. The first phase of

Martin paid a tribute to his predecessor

the works that could be seen at the June

Pierre Daure. During the solemn ceremony

1st and 2nd, 1957 inaugural event let appear

that started the university academic year,

a large hollow space at the location of the

he made public that the great amphitheatre

current amphitheatre. The priority in the

would henceforth have the name of Pierre

wake of the War was the delivery of the new

Daure. The amphitheatre was closed in 2007

study buildings for the students who had

for safety purposes and has been renova-

been accommodated in precarious condi-

ted and brought into compliance with safety

tions in Rue Caponière for many years. The

standards. The work began in October 2008

construction of the amphitheatre began

and the inauguration of the renovated

in 1958 and the works ended by 1960. The

amphitheatre occurred on October 22nd,

large place that counted more than 750

2009. The amphitheatre now counts 640

seats didn’t really have a name and was

seats, including 14 reserved for disabled per-

commonly called the amphitheatre of the

sons. As a successful renovation, the mood

Aula Magna. The huge entrance hallway

of the place has been preserved.
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L’homme
& la pensée
Jean Picart le Doux · 1902 - 1982
In 1918, Jean Picart Le Doux learnt the
bookbinding techniques and the basics
of typography. He joined the Albin Michel
publishing company ten years later. He quit
the publishing field in 1931 and devoted himself to graphic art. He met Jean Lurçat who
suggested him in 1939 that he should try
tapestry making. From 1940, he had produced almost 400 cardboards. The success
of his works contributed to the renown
that made him popular from Paris to the
entire European continent, and even worldwide. He became one of the contemporary
tapestry grandmasters whose works can be
found in many public buildings, museums,
universities, liners. For L’homme et la pensée, the artist’s inspiration took its source
from three thoughts by Paul Valery.
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Alpha à Oméga
Louis-Marie Jullien · 1904 - 1982
Louis-Marie Jullien made his living as a

painters association. In 1953, he became a

“writing employee”. He entered a prin-

decoration teacher at the École nationale

ting workshop where he got interested

des Beaux-Arts in Dijon. Alpha et Oméga

in lithography and engraving. He entered

is an abstract tapestry, although many,

the École des Beaux-Arts and, in 1930, star-

who remember the interest Louis-Marie

ted to produce large wall compositions. He

Jullien paid to Louis Leygue’s Phénix during

discovered tapestry making in 1936, bound

his visits in Caen, like to see in it a kind of

with Jean Lurçat and Jean Picart Le Doux

analogy.

and became a member of the cardboard
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The hallway of the Law Faculty
The hallway of the Law Faculty sums up in

universities that handed over their mes-

itself Henry Bernard’s architectural intents.

sages of support for the reborn university.

It is indeed here that the great concepts

The pillars that support a circular mezza-

that guided the architect proved their

nine as well as the square-glass walls that

importance. It was in this hallway transfor-

let the light go through, make a whole

med into a great ceremonial room that,

which shew great innovation at the time

in 1957, Pierre Daure welcomed with the

of its construction.

necessary pomp the delegations of foreign
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The Dumont d’Urville Amphitheatre
The Jacques Héron Amphitheatre
The Jacques Héron amphitheatre which

made of metallic tubular structures, as well

still remains in its original condition is ano-

as the shape of the spinning chairs that fit

ther sign of Henry Bernard’s expertise as

inside the tray of the tables are examples

he himself drew the furniture (tables and

of a late-1950s design that great artists

chairs) of the amphitheatre that is still used

wouldn’t deny.

by Law students today. The furniture legs
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The geological
museological
area
The area gathers the geological collections of the University of Caen Normandy.
This very rich heritage counts many specimen of fossils, minerals and rocks and
demonstrates the main themes of the discipline (paleontology, mineralogy, petrography). Throughout a two-billion-year
journey, one could discover France’s oldest
rocks which come from the region of La
Hague, fossils that populated the seas of
primary (algae and trilobites) and secondary ages (urchins, ammonites, fishes…)
and the remains of a Lophostropheus, a
200 million-year-old dinosaur discovered
in the city of Airel.
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The map of Rome
Paul Bigot studied architecture at the École

“finish the bronze relief map and produce

nationale supérieure des Beaux-Arts. He

two others in plaster” - one for the Sor-

was awarded the Great Prize at the Prix de

bonne and the other one for the Univer-

Rome in 1900. He was resident at the Villa

sity of Pennsylvania Museum of Archeology

Medicis when he set out a model of the

and Anthropology (USA). It was in 1937 that

Roman greatest leisure building: the Cir-

Paul Bigot decided to make modifications

cus Maximus. He then produced a relief map

according to the latest archeological disco-

of the whole Ancient Rome. After being

veries. There are two remaining complete

displayed at the international exposition

copies of Paul Bigot’s relief map today: the

of Art in Rome in 1911, the relief map set

original one in Caen and a colored version

back up at the Grand Palais in Paris while

at the Royal Museums of Art and History in

a bronze copy is being made. In the wake

Brussels. The incomplete bronze relief map

of the Great War, the Rockefeller founda-

is located in the caves of the Institut d’art

tion granted him the necessary funds to

et d’archéologie in Paris.
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The zoology
collections
The zoology collections counts many
examples illustrating the Norman littoral
benthic fauna, naturalized animals and entomology collections. The 200 birds “in skin”
gathered by L. Brasil at the beginning of the
20th Century as well as many osteological
items, castings or mammal skin anatomical
figures establish a scientific patrimony of a
rare quality. The collections of the former
zoology laboratory are today preserved at
the animal biology department of the Institut de biologie fondamentale et appliquée
(IBFA) of the University of Caen.
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The herbarium
of the University of Caen
The herbarium of the University of Caen, ite-

the moss herbarium, some mushrooms and

mized at an international level, is an important

lichens, herbariums with teaching purpose

package of plants, flowers, ferns, moss, algae,

and the Norman Corbière herbarium which

lichens and mushrooms samples whose most

was used for the writing of the flora by the

ancient had been collected at the beginning

same author. They are genuine memories

of the 19th Century. A major part of the her-

of the botanical, phycological or mycologi-

barium of flower plants, comprising the one

cal biodiversity at the regional, national and

of the famous Norman sailor Dumont d’Urville,

global levels. The herbariums take part in

as well as many regional herbariums had been

the plant and mushroom studies (including

sent to Paris at the National Museum of Natu-

lichens) as well as the knowledge of the evo-

ral History in 1975. However, a few remained

lution of flora and its geographical repartition

in Caen: the tremendous algae herbarium,

throughout time.
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The works from the Ministry
of Agriculture
Counting more than 25,000 volumes

(atlases, statistic reports, theses, manuals,

published between the 17th Century and the

monographs, etc.). Beyond the themes

2000s, the Ministry of Agriculture Library

that are in direct link with the agricultural

provides an unparalleled patrimonial tool in

and rural activities, the collection is open

France. The Ministry decided in 2004 to relo-

to many topics in link with multiple disci-

cate it at the MRSH of the University of Caen

plines: history, geography, economy, law

and to entrust with the Pôle Rural for its

studies, statistics, agronomy, veterinary

scientific valorization. Developed as a wor-

sciences, botanic, traveling, literature, poli-

king tool and fueled by purchases, grants

tical sciences, zoology, etc. The ancient col-

and deposits from the reign of Louis XV to

lection (17th and 18th Centuries) gathers

the Fifth French Republic, the collection

agronomists’ works, forerunners travelers’

is constituted of works and bindings in link

stories of modern geographers as well as

with the themes of agriculture and rurality

Law and jurisprudence works and almanacs.
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